**Design Features:**
The **TYR Tactical® PICO-DS Sniper Chest Rack** provides true “Mission Adaptability” for the end user. It was designed to be worn as a stand-alone rack or it can be attached to the PICO-DS Assaulters Plate Carrier via the Quick Attach Surface Mount (QASM) buckle system. Each rack comes standard with a removable H-Harness. Additionally, a removable antimicrobial/FR treated spacer mesh pad is used internally for comfort and decreased dry time in arid/tropical conditions.

**Features:**
- **Medium General Purpose (GP) Pouch Dim:** 4.5”H x 6.25”H x 1.25”D
- **Small General Purpose (GP) Pouch Dim:** 4.5”H x 3.25”H x 1.25”D
- **Four Combat Adjustable Mag Pouches** that conform to both the 5.56 and 7.62 magazines. They are secured internally with a rubberized contact-grip material when retention bungies are not in use.
- **Two 9mm Pistol Mag Pouches.** They are secured internally with a rubberized contact-grip material and magnets when retention bungies are not in use.
- Both GP Pouches have internally sewn Velcro® loop to secure items when stowed.
- MOLLE/PALS webbing on the H-Harness allows for the attachment of carabiners and other mission specific gear.
- High strength and abrasion resistant 4-way stretch Tweave is used on the gusset of the small GP pouch which allow it to expand when needed.
- Adjustable/Removable shoulder and waist straps
- 500-denier Cordura®

**TYR-DSCR001**
$269.95